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Abstract
Research evidences show that 5 million people die of stroke, and 5 million people are also left with permanent physical disability globally every year, due to the incidence of stroke. Stroke remains the third leading cause of mortality and physical disability among young adults and the aged in the developing and developed nations of the world. The public knowledge of stroke risk factors and signs have not changed. Heart attack and stroke are the symptoms of cardiovascular disease, morbidity and mortality worldwide. Stroke attack is increasing among young adults, due to changing lifestyles. This study assessed the influence of strategic communication on stroke and hypertension literacy. The paper adopted qualitative descriptive approach to examine the elements involved in stroke cases and rising hypertension among young adults in Nigeria. The paper recommends that public health campaigns targeted at youths should aim to promote cardiovascular health and wellness. It is essential for the health care providers to enlighten young adults at early stage to imbibe cardiovascular wellness in Nigeria. Besides, early arrival of stroke patients to stroke centres or hospitals for immediate medical attention should be widely emphasized through public education and strategic communication process in the media.
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Introduction

Research evidences, as Vairale, Dalal, Bhattacharjee, and Gawali (2015) note, show that 5 million people die of stroke, and 5 million people are also left with permanent physical disability globally every year. World Health Organisation (2020) as cited by Rachmat (2022) declare stroke as one of the major global causes of death. Stroke, as Hodgson et al., (2009) observe, is a major cause of morbidity and mortality, and early and timely treatment is crucial to stroke patients securing timely healing. Stroke, as Flynn et al., (2014) maintain, remains the third leading cause of mortality and physical disability among young adults and the aged in the developing and developed nations of the world. The public knowledge of stroke risk factors and signs have not changed (Wada, et al., 2017). Stroke attack, as Komolafe et al., (2015) posit, is increasing among young adults, due to changing lifestyles.

The critical period of stroke management, according to Folyovich et al., (2017), is between the outset and emergency call. Cardiovascular disease, as Liu et al., (2020) remains a leading cause of mortality among young adults worldwide, and there are rare media campaigns that target young adults against stroke. An instant response to stroke attacks is vital to early healing process (Flynn et al., 2014). Atrial fibrillation, as Moloney (2021) avers, is a widely known risk factor for stroke, usually unrecognized before its stealth emergence. High blood pressure, high cholesterol, overweight and obesity, smoking, sedentary life and physical in-activities, as Rubinstein et al., (2009) aver, have been identified as risk factors of stroke. Life-saving stroke treatments, as Leighton-Herrman et al., (2016) maintain, is slowed down by late arrival to the hospital for treatment, majorly due to poor knowledge of symptoms of the disease.

Unlike acute stroke cases, awareness of pre-hospital delay reduces death in ischemic stroke patients (Nishijima et al., 2016). Although, Heart Foundation and Federal Ministry of Health have been running media campaigns to create public awareness, early detection and time protection from stroke attacks in Nigeria and a number of countries, Moloney (2021), the sudden stroke attacks have not abated, especially among rural dwellers, who have a restricted access to media of information and education. Although engaging in physical exercise and trekking for thirty or forty-five minutes, as Wray et al., (2005) maintain, have been identified to reduce the rising cases of stroke, cardiovascular diseases, colon cancer and diabetes, not many people are aware of or have embraced regular physical exercise, especially among non-educated young adults. Studies have long established that symptoms and recognition of imminent stroke attacks by the people are challenging and impacts of mass media on attitudinal or behavioural change with regard to stroke are uncertain (Frederic et al., 2013).

Although, media enlightenment campaigns and public education aimed at influencing positive attitude and behaviour to sudden stroke attacks, media campaigns have little impact on public behaviour (Flynn et al., 2014). Disrupting progression of stroke, according to Cook et al., (2021), depends largely on effective awareness, early detection of stroke symptoms and timely access emergency health care services. There are region-specific barriers, cultural and social impediments to obtaining stroke care at emergencies (Naftchi et al., 2021). There were no warning signs and risk awareness among young adults in Nigeria (Komolafe et al., 2015). Due to the fact that media of mass communication are urban-centric, knowledge of stroke, its symptoms, and risk factors are prevalent in the urban centres, however, the same cannot be said of rural areas where people heavily depend on opinion leaders for education and information about the menace of stroke (Kayode-Iyasere and Odiase, 2019). Public health campaigns are designed to create awareness, improve health literacy and influence the adoption of desirable attitude and behaviour by a target population (de Morais Pinto et al., 2021).
Methodology

Being a theoretical paper, this study made use of used secondary data such as journals, reference books, and other documentary information to the study.

Theoretical Framework

This study made use of the health Behaviour theory as a theoretical guide. Health behaviour model, as Yanuar et al., (2022) note, is used to explain how health belief factors are impacted to initiate healthy living behaviours. Health behaviour model is used to explain how people engage in behaviour to prevent stroke attacks or hypertension or affected by the disease and make attempts to manage it. Health behaviour model is relevant to this study because it could be used to predict health related behaviour on the basis of certain thought patterns (Yanuar et al., 2022).

The Health behaviour model is dependent on individuals' belief in healthy behaviour. The belief could be in form of preventive one or curative behaviour or even the use of health facilities (Yanuar et al., 2022). Health behaviour model is a theory that could help researchers explain the adoption or rejection of certain anti-stroke or anti-hypertension strategies (Abrams and Callahan, 2022). Health behaviour model is inherently linked with to the measurement of health behaviour (Redding et al., 2000). The Health behaviour model was developed in the West and had been widely tested applied to explain health issues (Lin et al., 2022). It has been used to analyse and explain certain health challenges such as stroke, hypertension, and other physical disabilities. Health behaviour model has been applied to many fields of health studies. Health behaviour model only works with fatal diseases.

The postulation of health behaviour model, as Brehmer-Rinder et al., (2014) note, is that people understand the concepts of health, diseases, illnesses and disabilities and impact the way they see or perceive themselves which behavioural approaches to those health challenges they assume or take. Heart attack and stroke are the main causes of cardiovascular disease, morbidity and mortality worldwide. Stroke attack is increasing among young adults, due to changing lifestyles.

Discussion

Tackling Issues of Stroke and Hypertension through Strategic Communication Process

It is evident that the mass media have helped to inform, create awareness and sustained the adoption of certain health behaviour among young adults in Nigeria (Qakisa, 2022). Paid advertising messages and other messages tailored towards reduction of stroke cases, as Lockhart et al., (2022) maintain, have increased public knowledge about symptoms of stroke and its early detection and prevention among young adults in Nigeria. Stroke literacy aided by strategic communication, as Han and Jang (2021) maintain, is very crucial in the early detection and prevention of stroke sudden attacks. It is unclear how effective media campaigns against stroke are, and the extent people translate the media campaigns into actions (Trobbiani et al., 2013).

Stroke literacy campaigns, according to Rasura et al., (2014), are deployed globally, but few assessments of those campaigns are in published literature. A number of countries, according to Wolters et al., (2013), have initiated and maintained media campaigns to promote symptom recognition of stroke, and seek timely medical care. Mass media campaigns, as Mellon et al., (2014) posit, create awareness and encourage people to take prompt actions to prevent stroke attacks. There are correlations between television advertising and increased knowledge of stroke among young adults in Nigeria (Hodgson et al., 2007). Public awareness of symptoms of stroke
through mass media, as Urbankova et al., (2013) suggest, has not been adequate. Costly media campaigns about stroke literacy in an economically disadvantaged environment is tantamount to waste of resources because most of the targets of the messages are non-literate and live under extreme poor conditions (NCT, 2011).

A correlation, according to Barakat et al., (2022), exists between knowledge and awareness of stroke and educational level of the people and their exposure to media of communication. Although, e-health, as Corea et al., (2020) note, is becoming crucial in stroke awareness, knowledge and literacy, not many people in the rural areas of Nigeria have access to internet for e-health messages due to some certain factors among which are the illiteracy and low educational level. Media campaigns are used to expose large population to rising cases of stroke and other health-risk behaviours (Paiva et al., 2022). Hypertension affects over 1 billion people worldwide, making the disease a global health concern (Solomon et al., 2023). Too much dietary sodium is a contributory factor to cardiovascular disease, chronic disease and stroke. Physical inactivity, hypertension and non-communicable diseases are major public health concerns across the world (Cheal et al., 2023).

**Rising cases of Hypertension in Nigeria**

The rate of hypertension among children is between 2% and 5% unlike the higher prevalence of hypertension among young adults (Falkner et al., 2023). As Anjajo et al., (2023) aver, 11 million young adults die of hypertension in Africa due to acute illiteracy and poor medical attention aimed at arresting the scourge of the disease. Sub-Sahara Africa has an acutely high prevalence of hypertension among young adults with acutely high hypertension illiteracy (Galson et al., 2023). Hypertension is a significant cause of untimely death among young adults in Nigeria (Koya, et al., 2023). The public health significance of hypertension, as Mekonene et al., (2023) note, is attracting attention of policymakers and stakeholders in the health sector as well as government at various levels in low- and middle-income nations of the world. Hypertension affects 31.1% of adults worldwide, with higher incident, as Wu et al., (2023) posit, of hypertension in the elderly.

The prevalence of hypertension among diabetic patients is twice higher than non-diabetic patients (Anjajo et al., 2023). Parent-offspring association of hypertension is on the increase in sub-Saharan Africa (Jang et al., 2023). Hypertension is an increasing blood pressure in excess of normal value. 18.6 million people die globally every year as a result of cardiovascular disease, Malhotra et al., (2023) which is a leading cause of death among young adults. The complications arising from hypertension is due to untreated high blood pressure which can lead to heart attack, coronary artery disease, heart failure and even stroke (Nuraini, 2015). Poor adherence to treatment is not uncommon to clinical practice, precipitating uncontrolled high blood pressure (Roubansthisuk et al., 2023). Death arising from cardiac and cerebro-vascular disease has been on the increase lately in Nigeria (Jeong, 2013).

There is a strong correlation between salt intakes and hypertension, myocardial infarction, stroke and select cancers (Szybinski et al., 2010). Neuropsychiatric disorder is a common complication from stroke and has negative effect on recovery, permanent physical disability or death among survivors (Zhang et al., 2020). Cardiovascular disease, heart disease and stroke are leading causes of pre-mature death in Africa and beyond (Tiscornia et al., 2013). Hypertension is a major causal or risk factor for cardiovascular diseases (Tiscornia et al., 2013). A diet high in salt, as Beauchamp et al., (2017) observe, is a causal factor of heart diseases and stroke.
There is a strong association between age, sex, primary headache, obesity and hypertension (Kumar, et al., 2017). While media of communication in Nigeria have failed their responsibility test in the creation of awareness and knowledge about cardiovascular diseases and stroke literacy, radio and ethno-communication media should be adopted to raise the level of awareness and literacy among young adults Klassen et al., (2021). Cardiovascular prevention, as Mazza et al., (2016) maintain, could be achieved through nutritional or lifestyle changes. While diet management can help reduce hypertension, not many young adults are gainfully engaged to eat a balanced diet in Nigeria, due to economic situations (Susanto et al., 2023).

**Growing Cases of Stroke among Young Adults in Nigeria**

Stroke and hypertension among young adults are still crucial public health challenges in Nigeria (Kundu, et al., 2023). As Urbankova et al., (2013) maintain, 2 million young adults die annually due to stroke attacks. The evidence that stroke affects cognitive, communicative and arm explains poor response to early detection of stroke symptoms (Alberts, 2012). Stroke, as Farhoudi and Sharifipour (2022) note, is a leading cause of mortality and morbidity in Nigeria and Iran. Stroke, as Bogousslavsky et al., (1996) posit, is a major cause of mortality and physical disability in the industrialized countries, due to poor stroke literacy.

Stroke is a global health issue (Khalil and Lahoud, 2020). While young adults and old people are vulnerable to stroke, evidence suggests that have acute stroke illiteracy (Khalil and Lahoud, 2020). In a minority, economically disadvantaged populations, NCT (2011), stroke literacy and knowledge of its symptoms is brutally poor. Stroke, as Kayode-Iyase and Odia (2019) maintain, is the main cause of morbidity and mortality, and public awareness with regard to symptoms of stroke is extremely poor. In the same vein, Urbankova et al., (2013) affirm that stroke is the most common causes of death and permanent physical disability in young adults. Also, Rasura et al., (2014) affirm that stroke is the leading cause of long-term disability and eventual death. Education about stroke is usually hospital-based in Nigeria.

The prevalence of stroke in sub-Sahara Africa, as Alkali et al., (2016) observe, could be attributable to under-diagnosis and under-treatment of hypertension, hyperlipidemia and atrial fibrillation. Pre-hospital procrastination in accessing medical care for acute stroke usually, as Mellon et al., (2014) observe, attracts the unwanted. The most incorrect symptoms of stroke usually cited are the pains in the arm, chest pains and shortness of breath. However, the most common symptoms, as Bray et al., (2011) posit, are the paralysis or weakness in the arm, face, leg and speech difficulties. Public awareness of symptoms of stroke, as Silver et al., (2003) aver, is crucial to early healing process. Heart Foundations, Federal and state Ministries of Health have designed anti-stroke programmes aimed at stemming the tide of rising stroke attacks (Hundt and Chen, 2017).

There is a correlation between ceaseless smoking and risk of stroke (Hanrahan et al., 1996). Stroke, as Barakat et al., (2021) maintain, is associated with different demographic factors such as gender, income, socio-economic values and females versus males. Stroke patients with acute cases of speech and arm impairment, as Inam et al., (2021) posit, are unable to provide consent and, therefore, get excluded from research participation. Hypertensive patient-centred strategies and adherence to medications may reduce the morbidity and mortality associated with hypertension (Boima, et al., 2023). Reduction of stress, low salt intakes, non-smoking, abstinence from alcohol, medication adherence, lifestyle modification, increased physical activities, and increased self-monitoring remain effective methods to fight growing hypertension among young adults in Nigeria (Konlan and Sin, 2023).
Mapping the Way Out of Growing Cases of Hypertension and Stroke in Nigeria

Public health campaigns targeted at youths should aim to promote cardiovascular health and wellness. It is essential for the health care providers to enlighten the young adults at early stage to promote cardiovascular wellness among young adults in Nigeria across divides. Besides, early arrival of stroke patients to stroke centres or hospitals for immediate medical attention should be widely emphasized through public education and strategic communication process in the media. Face, Arm, Speech and Time (FAST) awareness, knowledge and literacy should be initiated and maintained by the Federal Ministry of Health and Ministries of Health across states to promote availability of information in the public space about signs of stroke and immediate medical response in Nigeria. Community-based media campaigns that promote wellness and cardiovascular health should be employed in most urban and rural areas of Nigeria. Community-based media have credibility, better and more effective access, and are more effective than the conventional media of mass communication.

Traditional methods of education, information and enlightenment campaigns have proven to be more effective than conventional media of mass communication, especially for those who live in the rural areas of Nigeria. Therefore, house-to-house campaigns, traditional newpapers, village square meetings and itinerant information vans should be deployed as a means of rural and urban education, information and enlightenment of the people with regard to early symptoms and detection and prevention of stroke attacks.

Although, television has been identified as a major source of information for stroke-related messages, young adults also prefer sourcing information on social media and internet, especially those who live in the urban centres. Consequently, campaigns and sensitization messages should make use of social media and internet to reach the young adults. Community-based organisations and ethno-communication media should be co-opted on the march to sensitization and education of the young adults, especially those who reside in the remotest parts of the rural areas of Nigeria. Television, newspaper, internet, poster, flier and billboard have failed integrity test and social responsibility with regard to dissemination of information in the remotest part of Nigeria. And therefore, carefully conceived on ethno-communication media, effectively designed and culturally specific messages would help to eliminate barriers in knowing the symptoms of stroke.

Establishment of Acute Stroke Units in all the state government-owned hospitals across 774 Local Government Areas of Nigeria is crucial to prevent and minimize the growing cases of stroke. Exercising is extremely crucial in the prevention of stroke. Exercising promotes good strong muscles, bone density, burn calories, and improves reflexes and balance (Croft, 2015).

Conclusion

This study interrogated the use of strategic communication as a tool for steming the rising incidence of stroke and hypertension in Nigeria. Literature evidence indicates that community-based media have credibility, better and more effective access, and are more effective than the conventional media of mass communication, and therefore, could prove beneficial when employed for the promotion of wellness and cardiovascular health in the rural areas of Nigeria.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are put forward for purposes of policy making and implementation with regards to the subject of this study:
(a) Establishment of Acute Stroke Units in all the state government-owned hospitals across 774 Local Government Areas of Nigeria is crucial to prevent and minimize the growing cases of
stroke. Exercising is extremely crucial in the prevention of stroke. Exercising promotes good
strong muscles, bone density, burn calories, and improves reflexes and balance.

(b) Public health campaigns targeted at youths should aim to promote cardiovascular health and
wellness. It is essential for the health care providers to enlighten the young adults at early
stage to promote cardiovascular wellness among young adults in Nigeria.

(c) Early arrival of stroke patients to stroke centres or hospitals for immediate medical attention
should be widely emphasized through public education and strategic communication process
in the media.

(d) Face, Arm, Speech and Time (FAST) awareness, knowledge and literacy should be initiated
and maintained by the Federal Ministry of Health and Ministries of Health across states to
promote availability of information in the public space about signs of stroke and immediate
medical response in Nigeria.

(e) Traditional methods of education, information and enlightenment campaigns have proven to
be more effective than conventional media of mass communication, especially for those who
live in the rural areas of Nigeria. Therefore, house-to-house campaigns, traditional
newspersons, village square meetings and itinerant information vans should be deployed as a
means of rural and urban education, information and enlightenment of the people with regard
to early symptoms and detection and prevention of stroke attacks.

(f) Although, television has been identified as a major source of information for stroke-related
messages, young adults also prefer sourcing information on social media and internet,
especially those who live in the urban centres. Consequently, campaigns and sensitization
messages should make use of social media and internet to reach the young adults.

(g) Community-based organisations and ethno-communication media are more effective for
sensitizing and educating young adults, especially those who reside in the remotest parts of
the rural areas of Nigeria.
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